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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Attic find uncovers Black Troop Civil War history gaps and remarkable life
(Boiling Springs, PA, April 2022) – The United States in the mid-1800s boiled with conflict
and promise. The bloody Civil War raged.

This biography uncovers a flawed but dedicated Union Officer at a
pivotal moment in history. Appointed by Lincoln, W.G. Raymond
recruited the initial companies of African American Union soldiers
from the District of Columbia. The troops would become the 1st U.S.
Colored Troops (USCT), going on to wage perhaps the most
successful battle by African American soldiers in the Civil War.
W.G.’s battles, though, were just beginning. Fought in obscurity.
Based on a 19th century autobiography found in a relative’s attic
and exhaustive new research.
W.G. will be published by Sunbury Press in May 2022.

Advance Praise:
“Sibling authors Donna and William Burtch have unearthed a gem of a family story—and now bring it to
the broader audience it richly deserves.” -Michael Punke, bestselling author of The Revenant and Ridgeline
“… certain to cause a reevaluation of a lost piece of U.S. history.” - Ken Gormley, New York Times
bestselling author & President of Duquesne University
"A thorough and engaging bio…W. G. Raymond’s story is a vividly rendered window into an era when
men and women deeply believed and acted boldly on their faith.” - David Poyer, USA Today bestselling
author of Thunder on the Mountain and Heroes of Annapolis
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